Newsletter ~ March 2018

The meeting was called to order by Pam East at 7pm on March 7. We had decided at the last
meeting that the GMCG would no longer provide snacks at the meeting as mostly they were not
eaten, and people were taking them home and it was just costing the Guild money. The Guild
will provide coffee. If anyone wishes to bring a snack to the meeting that is certainly acceptable
and appreciated.

Programming.

Another gorgeous array demonstrating the creativity and skills of our members!

March Program – Touch of Gold - Pam East

At the March GMCG, Pam presented a way to stretch your
gold by adding accents to your work and making the
selected elements pop!
There are at least 3 types of material that can be used. Pam
demonstrated with the Art Clay Gold Paste as it’s the one
she likes the best for effect and brightness. The others are
Aura 22 made by PMC and Accent Gold.
Paste is a more accurate way to apply gold than Kum-bu
because there is more control and you’re not fighting the
heat. Covering raised portions are next to impossible with
Kum-bu. The piece needs to be flat.

The first secret is NOT to follow the directions that are given
with the paste. There are tricks to modify them.
Paste can be applied to either the raised areas or the
background depending on what you want to emphasize.
It is necessary to start with a pristine piece freshly fired and not
brushed. This surface will give the maximal porosity.

Once properly applied, the gold paste is then TORCH fired.
Use the micro propane torch. Keep it moving and the goal
is to get the gold area to bright orange and not to bring the
silver too far into the cherry red which will melt it. It’s a
tricky point as the melting point of gold is way above silver.
The instant you get the right color remove the flame!
While hot, burnish with an agate burnisher which will
smash down the molecules and make it adhere best. Then
brush with wire brush – Pam uses a steel brush because she
uses enamels. You don’t want any brass particles getting
on or in your silver if you intend to enamel. Otherwise, it
makes no difference. Finally, she tumbles it – the rotary
tumbler is better for this than the vibratory one. It tends to
make things sparkle and she prefers to go for shiny.

The effects speak for
themselves!

Demo piece – Art Clay

Demo – different clay
piece

Announcements

Open studio hours Spring Quarter will be on Tuesdays from 2pm to 5pm. The first session will be
April 10th and will be every week until May 15th.
Members of the GMCG may come to Spruill Center for the Arts to participate. Open Studio is
held in room 3 at this point. Attendees have access to all metal clay tools and
equipment. Supplies are available for purchase. The fee for Metal Clay Open Studio is $5 per
hour. Proceeds are used to purchase additional tools and supplies for the metal clay
program. The fee must be paid in cash as there is no current way to accept checks.

Don’t forget – we can always use volunteers! Become involved so the same 5-6 people don’t
determine everything you’d like to do. Please send in your tips or a little blurb (pictures are good
too!) about some favorite tool you’ve found or created. You guys are awesome – you have lots
of them – let’s share.

Raffle

Kiki Jones donated a
tool box. Thank you
Kiki!!

Joyce Alhadeff was
the happy winner!
Volunteer Darin Wildsen selling,
and Pat Lillie buying, those
coveted tickets.

The GMGC donated the super prize
for the evening. This was the
remaining paste from Pam’s
presentation. Our winner was Karen
Newland!

Check This Out with Jackie!
Because Jackie Comet is our shopper without equal, and is always finding neat stuff cheap,
we decided to give Jackie a column where she will clue us in on some of this!
Some prior items from Jackie’s Corner will be for sale at the Guild meetings.
Everyone knows copying is the sincerest form of flattery. LOL! No artist wants their work
copied and sold. So, think outside the box. Look for great textures everywhere. I found really
cool silicone ones everywhere. Mix and match, make them your own.
Makeup brush cleaners, oven mitts, pot holders. Don’t forget to Share with us what you find.

Tips and Tricks
By Carolyn Crutchfield

Molding with Hinodewashi Oyumaru
Everyone is quite familiar with, and experienced in,
preparing molds for metal clay. These molds are used for
texture plates and often to make elements for the pieces
under construction. Perhaps the most familiar and
popular method is the use of 2-part silicone ingredients.
Years ago, I found the Oyumaru product and discovered
that, for me, it is best for certain projects. I thought that
everyone may not be familiar with this substance.

It is usually described as a resin clay. It comes in the
small bars as pictured. Each bar is about ½” by 2 1/4”. The
bars are clear white as well as a range of colors, which has
nothing to do with the behavior of the material.
The product is used by getting it hot in boiling or nearboiling water. It becomes very soft and pliable. While in
this state it can be stretched and manipulated. The item to
be copied is then pressed into it the resin clay. To make it
set, just let it cool, or run under cold water. If it starts to
harden before you are ready or make a mistake, just put it
back in the hot water and start over. Thus, the material is
completely reusable.

Molds made with this stuff keep a lot of detail, are flexible
for easy de-molding, SO FAST to make, and re-usable.

This is an example of a one-sided mold using a
feather charm. The detail of the mold is excellent.
In this case, it was used to make the feathers on the
arrow and the tiny dreamcatcher. The pictures
don’t really catch the feather detail as good as it is,
but you get the idea.

But even better than flat pieces, the truly
nifty use for this material is to make 2-part
molds to produce three-dimensional items.
Consider the little gun charm pictured.
First the mold is made of one side. When
it is cooled and firm, another piece of resin
clay is heated and applied to the top of it.
If you push the edges a bit around the
bottom piece, the two will “lock” together
very well. This will help keep the register
when pushing the two pieces together with
clay inside.

2-part molds don't need any separating catalyst, cutting, or resist, as hot oyumaru does not stick to cold
oyumaru (or anything else other than hot oyumaru). The little pistols pictured above the mold, result from
putting the silver clay into the mold. Note that they can be different sizes depending on the shrinkage rate of
the clay used. It never seems to go bad. I have softened and re-softened the same piece many times and it
hasn't lost any if its wonderful properties.
This amount of oyumaru is perfect for casting
miniatures. Many of the projects we do with metal clay
incorporate small elements.
Some are put off by the small size of the sticks and
indicate that it’s not enough, but it only takes a thin
layer to cover things and it will still hold amazing
detail. You can cast your fingerprints if you’re not
careful!
As you stretch it out, it will make a larger mold than
might be expected. Heck, a whole earring, or a small
pendant is easily done with it.
Additionally, you can cut it into smaller pieces to
make molds of tiny elements. So, there need be no
waste.
There are many YouTube videos on ways to use it as
well, including making items out of oyumaru itself.

Whether it’s called resin clay or clay mold it’s all the same. It can be purchased through Amazon, as well as
other distributors. Some have stock and others must get it from Japan which has some effect on how fast the
order is filled.
A box of 12 color sticks is $14.55. A package of 12 clear sticks is $9.98 or you can get 6 clear white sticks
for $14.39 (don’t ask me how this math works out -- different distributors I guess).

Projected Program Calendar

April 11 ~ Sam Roh ~ Microwave Kilns
May 9 ~ Pam East ~ Care and Feeding of your Kiln
June 6 ~ Dallas Vinson ~ FlexShaft Use and Maintenance
July 11 ~ I thought we got a suggestion for this, but can’t remember. Ideas?
August 15 ~ GMCG Summer Potluck / Studio Organization with McPatti
Langston. Venue Pam East’s home studio
September (date?) ~ The Business of Jewelry Panel Discussion with Pam
East, Joanne Hernandez, Amy Gresen, and Jill Sharp
October 17 ~ TBD
November 14 ~ TBD
December 12 ~ 2nd Annual Holiday Party

Note: Some people have approached me about obtaining past Newsletters. If any of you have joined lately
and would like any of the earlier Newsletters; or if you’ve missed or misplaced one, just email me at
phtcac@gsu.edu and let me know what issue(s) you want, and I’ll email them to you.
Carolyn Crutchfield, Editor

April Program –Firing Metal and Glass in a Microwave – Sam Roh

Sylvanye "Sam" Roh is a full-time kiln-formed glass, silversmith and metal clay artist and instructor. Sam
creates one-of-a-kind glass jewelry, vases, bowls, desktop items and three-dimensional wall art. Her designs
are sold at fine art & craft shows, gift shops, and galleries such as the FRIST Center and the Renwick Gallery
of the Smithsonian American Art Museum in Washington, DC.
She is considered the No.1 distributor in the United States for both the MicroKiln and the Grande Microwave
Kiln; the latter being the largest commercially made kiln for crafting.

Sam will be demonstrating the use of a MicroKiln for sintering metal clay and glass fusing at the
April 11 meeting.

April Raffle Items
MicroKiln™ and Sylvanye Roh will donate a
Mini MicroKiln and a glass pendant kit which
will include the following:
User-friendly MicroKiln with User
Instructions, Dichroic Mosaic Pendant Tutorial,
Dichroic & Fusible Glass Shapes, Shelf Fiberpaper & more.

